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Introduction

Our esco® story

Teaming up for the creation of
Better Learning Environments

In 2015 a number of architects, interior designers, educators, product designers, and furniture manufacturers met 
together and joined forces to create what was later named the esco® team.
With much experience in the development of educational environments and products, the esco® team was created to 
achieve its dream and goal of creating better learning environments.

The diversity of the esco® team guarantees that the professions and backgrounds recruited will help achieve its target. 
By uniting these diverse and extensive experiences new solutions may be developed to create new solutions for a  better 
learning environment.

The esco® team research is based on the careful study of new teaching theories and technology and its influence  on the 
reshaping of the educational environment .
The team worked together for three years before deciding in 2018 to launch esco’s® learning
environment concept and product range.
Researches, school visits, observations, interviews and, workshops were some of the steps taken before the decision to 
embark on this important step was made.
This is the first product range from esco® and we are sure that there are many more to come.

The esco® concept is based on:
• Reflecting modern teaching and learning strategies
The rethinking of learning spaces and furniture taking into consideration that face to face interactions remain essential 
for successful learning
• Providing  learning environment solutions appropriate  for every level of education
• Presenting flexible solutions that can be adapted with diverse learning needs:
- Face-to-face and virtual learning experiences
- Peer-to-peer and group learning,
- Individual and self-learning
- Integration with technology and media
- Enable active learning
- Implementing modern Agronomical theories & studies
- Selection of best material production
technology for agronomical and international         
standards and requirements
- Reflecting modern learning environments, 
furniture designs and trends
- Enhancing diversity both inside and outside the
classroom allowing flexible learning experiences
- Merging informal and formal learning spaces
- Efficient real estate utilization through extended
learning beyond the classroom
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Introduction

Diversity
At esco®, we believe that diversity improves 
creativity and accelerates innovation. 
We value the unique background and 
experiences everyone brings. 

Since different perspectives can fuel 
the best ideas, we are committed to 
educational projects that are increasingly 
diverse and inclusive.

Service
Clients are at the heart of everything we do, and every decision 
we make. We are committed to delivering first-class service to 
all our customers. Our dedicated teams pride themselves on 
going above and beyond expectations.

Customer feedback is crucial, as it helps us continue to develop 
and improve our products and services across all channels.
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Durability
The esco® durability concept focuses on the ability of the 
product to exist a long time without significant deterioration. 
Our durable materials help the environment by conserving 
resources and reducing wastes
avoiding environmental impacts, repair and replacement.
The production of replacement glides while maintaining our
products desired engineering properties. 

Different materials require different degrees of durability 
depending on the products’ desired properties.

Environment / Ecology
esco® cares very much about the earth and 
believes that the human race is unique in 
many ways. Hence,  it is important to take into 
consideration while developing a product 
the prevention of damage to our planet, its 
ecosystems and its resources by choosing 
durable materials that can be recycled or at 
least have sustainable and durable features.
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Introduction

We design for you

We care for your needs, and we understand 
you well. Our R&D team works with you to 
design the best possible user experience 
for your educational project by executing  
our designing and optimizing services.
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We produce for you

We proudly serve you

Various materials offer diverse textures to 
offer the finest durability combined with 
the best appearance. We care that our 
products with changeable glides, shells 
and massive wood and metal frames offer 
sustainability.

Wherever you are located  we aim to be 
near you. 
Our headquarters first began in Australia, 
Hong Kong, Dubai and Germany and will 
soon be available worldwide to serve our 
clients. For us each client is special.

Hong Kong

Australia

Dubai
Egypt

Germany 

China
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Chairs

esco® New Shell
Ergonomics improves productivity.
Its designs are based on human body measurements to offer human body comfort.
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If there is any one product that can be 
changed to make spending hours in an 
educational space easier, it’s the chair. 
Many students who remain seated for 
long hours  studying, develop problems 
including, numbness, spinal misalignment, 
joint and neck pain and herniateddiscs. This 
results from sitting long hours on a poor 
quality chair without appropriate support.
A high-quality ergonomic chair is an 
investment for your health, comfort and 
productivity.

Some studies have revealed that 
productivity has increased 17% after 
using an ergonomic setting.
Our esco® new shell can assist you to 
maintain the right posture reduce, 
back pain, and avoid spinal disc 
problems.

The esco® new shell will often 
improve productivity by allowing 
the body to sit well in a good 
posture with less exertion, fewer 
motions and with better heights 
and handling.
As a result, the education space 
becomes more efficient and more 
productive.
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Chairs

Modern and Ergonomically designed.
The robust seat surface resists scratches and is easy 
to clean. Glides guarantee stability and minimum 
abrasion on all types of floors. The leg design allows 
stacking for easy storage. The chair is available in 3 
seat heights according to DIN EN 1729.

C4
C5
C6

70110
70111
70112

36 x 38 cm - H. 38 cm
36 x 38 cm - H. 43 cm
43 x 45 cm - H. 46 cm

Light Grey

Metal Frame Colors

Maxima-U Chair

esco® new shell design

Designed to guarantee 
full durability and 
sustainability

Ergonomically Designed

Stackable for perfect 
storage

Secondary

Prep

Primary

C6

C5

C4

Shell Colors
Red

Orange

Lime Green

Sky blue
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Light Grey

Metal Frame Colors

Designed to guarantee 
full durability and 
sustainability

Ergonomically Designed

Stackable for perfect storage

Secondary

Prep

Primary

C6

C5

C4

Shell Colors
Red

Orange

Lime Green

Sky blue

Maxima -N Chair

Modern and Ergonomically designed.
The robust seat surface resists scratches and is easy 
to clean. Glides guarantee stability and minimum 
abrasion on all types of floors. The leg design allows  
stacking for easy storage. The chair is available in 3
seat heights according to DIN EN 1729.

C4
C5
C6

70115
70116
70117

36 x 38 cm - H. 38 cm
36 x 38 cm - H. 43 cm
43 x 45 cm - H. 46 cm
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Chairs

Modern and Ergonomically designed. The robust seat 
surface resists scratches and is easy to clean.
Glides guarantee stability and minimum abrasion on 
all types of floors. The leg design allows stacking for 
easy storage. The chair is available in 3 seat heights 
according to DIN EN 1729.

C4
C5
C6

70120
70121
70122

Light Grey

Metal Frame Colors

esco® new shell design

Designed to guarantee 
full durability and 
sustainability

Ergonomically Designed

Stackable for perfect 
storage

Secondary

Prep

Primary

C6

C5

C4

Shell Colors
Red

Orange

Lime Green

Sky blue

36 x 38 cm - H. 38 cm
36 x 38 cm - H. 43 cm
43 x 45 cm - H. 46 cm

Maxima -A Chair
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Light Grey

Metal Frame Colors

Designed to guarantee 
full durability and 
sustainability

Ergonomically Designed

Secondary

Prep

Primary

C6

C5

C4

Shell Colors
Red

Orange

Lime Green

Sky blue

Modern and Ergonomically designed. The robust seat 
surface resists scratches and is easy to clean.
Glides guarantee stability and minimum abrasion on 
all types of floors. The leg design allows stacking for 
easy storage. The chair is available in 3 seat heights 
according to DIN EN 1729.

C4
C5
C6

70125
70126
70127

36 x 38 cm - H. 38 cm
36 x 38 cm - H. 43 cm
43 x 45 cm - H. 46 cm

Maxima - K Chair
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Chairs

Modern and Ergonomically designed. The robust seat
surface resists scratches and is easy to clean. Glides 
guarantee stability and minimum abrasion on all 
types of floors. The chair adjusts to various heights 
and offers mobility via legs/wheels.

70140

Light Grey

Metal Frame Colors

esco® new shell design

Designed to guarantee 
full durability and 
sustainability

Ergonomically Designed

Shell Colors
Red

Orange

Lime Green

Sky blue

43x 45 cm 

Maxima - Move Chair

Movable & Adjustable
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Light Grey

Metal Frame Colors Designed to guarantee 
full durability and 
sustainability

Ergonomically Designed

Shell Colors
Red

Orange

Lime Green

Sky blue

Modern and Ergonomically designed. The robust seat 
surface resists scratches and is easy to clean. Glides 
guarantee stability and minimum abrasion on all 
types of floors. The leg design offers room to use as 
storage.

70145 43 x 45 cm

Movable & Down Basket

Movable 
hand rest

Maxima-Lecture Chair
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Chairs

Modern and Ergonomically designed. The robust seat 
surface resists scratches and is easy to clean. Glides 
guarantee stability and minimum abrasion on all 
types of floors. Maxima highchair offers an elegant 
design which is functional in the education space. It 
is suitable for higher education students teachers and 
lecturers.

Light Grey

Metal Frame Colors

Designed to guarantee 
full durability and 
sustainability

Ergonomically Designed
Shell Colors

Red

Orange

Lime Green

Sky blue

Maxima - HI Chair

C4
C5
C6

70135
70136
70137

36 x 38 cm - H. 56 cm
36 x 38 cm - H. 61 cm
43 x 45 cm - H. 66 cm

Foot rest
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Light Grey

Metal Frame Colors

Designed to guarantee 
full durability and 
sustainability

Ergonomically Designed

Shell Colors
Red

Orange

Lime Green

Sky blue

Modern and Ergonomically designed the robust 
seat surface resists scratches and is easy to clean. 
Glides guarantee stability and minimum abrasion on 
all types of floors. The chair is adjustable to various 
heights and offers mobility via legs/wheels.

70148 43x 45 cm

Foot rest

Maxima-Move R Chair
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Chairs

Light Grey

Metal Frame Colors

Designed to guarantee 
full durability and 
sustainability

Ergonomically Designed

Secondary

Prep

Primary

C6

C5

C4

Shell Colors
Red

Orange

Lime Green

Sky blue

Modern and Ergonomically designed the wooden 
plywood seat material offers an elegant look, 
premium durability and natural coziness. Glides 
guarantee stability and minimum abrasion on all 
types of floors. The leg design allows stacking for 
easy storage. The chair is available in 3 seat heights 
according to DIN EN 1729.

C4
C5
C6

70155
70156
70157

36 x 38 cm - H. 38 cm
36 x 38 cm - H. 43 cm
43 x 45 cm - H. 46 cm

Woodnex - N Chair
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Modern and Ergonomically designed the wooden 
plywood seat material offers an elegant look, 
premium durability and natural coziness. Glides 
guarantee stability and minimum abrasion on all 
types of floors. The leg design allows stacking for 
easy storage. The chair is available in 3 seat heights 
according to DIN EN 1729.

C4
C5
C6

70150
70151
70152

Light Grey

Metal Frame Colors

esco® new shell design

Designed to guarantee 
full durability and 
sustainability

Ergonomically Designed

Secondary

Prep

Primary

C6

C5

C4

Shell Colors
Red

Orange

Lime Green

Sky blue

36 x 38 cm - H. 38
36 x 38 cm - H. 43
43 x 45 cm - H . 46

Woodnex - K Chair
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Chairs

Modern and Ergonomically designed the wooden 
plywood seat material offers an elegant look, 
premium durability and natural coziness. Glides 
guarantee stability and minimum abrasion on all 
types of floors. The leg design allows stacking for 
easy storage. The chair is available in 3 seat heights 
according to DIN EN 1729.

C4
C5
C6

70160
70161
70162

Light Grey

Metal Frame Colors

esco® new shell design

Designed to guarantee 
full durability and 
sustainability

Ergonomically Designed

Stackable for perfect 
storage

Secondary

Prep

Primary

C6

C5

C4

Shell Colors
Red

Orange

Lime Green

Sky blue

36 x 38 cm - H. 38
36 x 38 cm - H. 43
43 x 45 cm - H . 46

Woodnex - A Chair
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Light Grey

Metal Frame Colors

Movable & Adjustable

Ergonomically Designed

Stackable for perfect storage

Secondary

Prep

Primary

C6

C5

C4

Shell Colors
Red

Orange

Lime Green

Sky blue

Modern and Ergonomically designed, the wooden 
plywood seat material offers an elegant look, 
premium durability and natural coziness. Glides 
guarantee stability and minimum abrasion on all 
types of floors. The leg design allows stacking for 
easy storage. The chair is available in 3 seat heights 
according to DIN EN 1729

70190 43 x 45 cm 

Woodnex - Move Chair
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Tables

Flexus Table

Safe rounded edges

Available with strong Casters

Adjustable screw
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This stylish product is supplied with differently designed tabletops finished with durable and resistible materials. The frame is readily available  
in light grey Different coloured frames are available on order. Various shapes are available in this range brightening up any creative education 
space.

HPL
table-top

HPL
table-top

MDF
table-top with
painted edge 

color

MDF
table-top with
painted edge 

color

esco    |     Creative Educational Spaces

C4 / 64 cm

C5 / 71 cm

C6 / 76 cm

C4 / 64 cm

C5 / 71 cm

C6 / 76 cm

C4 / 64 cm

C5 / 71 cm

C6 / 76 cm

C4 / 64 cm

C5 / 71 cm

C6 / 76 cm

C4 / 64 cm

C5 / 71 cm

C6 / 76 cm

80 x 80 cm 80 x 60 cm

120 x 60 cm 120 x 60 cm

120 x 60 cm 120 x 80 cm

120 x 80 cm 111 x 72 cm

C4 / 64 cm

C5 / 71 cm

C6 / 76 cm

C4 / 64 cm

C5 / 71 cm

C6 / 76 cm

C4 / 64 cm

C5 / 71 cm

C6 / 76 cm

70210

70211

70212

70710

70711

70712

70215

70216

70217

70715

70716

70717

70220

70221

70222

70720

70721

70722

70225

70226

70227

70725

70726

70727

70230

70231

70232

70730

70731

70732

70235

70236

70237

70735

70736

70737

70240

70241

70242

70740

70741

70742

70245

70246

70247

70745

70746

70747
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Tables

Flexus UI Table

Safe rounded edges

Durable plastic trays

Available with strong Casters

Adjustable screw
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C4 / 64 cm

C5 / 71 cm

C6 / 76 cm

C4 / 64 cm

C5 / 71 cm

C6 / 76 cm

This stylish product is supplied with differently designed tabletops and finished with durable and 
resistant materials. The frame is supplied in a light grey colour. 
Different coloured frames are available on order
Various shapes are available in this range to brighten up any creative education space.

C4 / 64 cm

C5 / 71 cm

C6 / 76 cm

C4 / 64 cm

C5 / 71 cm

C6 / 76 cm

70270

70271

70272

70275

70276

70277

70280

70281

70282

70285

70286

70287

120 x 60 cm 111 x 58 cm

80 x 80 cm 116.3 x 52 cm
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Tables

Safe rounded edges

Available with strong Casters

Flexus - Hi Table

Adjustable screw
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This stylish product is supplied with different designed› tabletops finished with durable and 
resistant materials.
Frame is supplied in light grey
Different coloured frames are available on order.
Various shapes are available in this range to brighten up your creative education space.

C5 / 71 cm

C6 / 90 cm

C5 / 71 cm

C6 / 90 cm

C5 / 71 cm

C6 / 90 cm

C5 / 71 cm

C6 / 90 cm

C5 / 71 cm

C6 / 90 cm

C5 / 71 cm

C6 / 90 cm

C5 / 71 cm

C6 / 90 cm

C5 / 71 cm

C6 / 90 cm

70311

70312

70761

70762

70316

70317

70766

70767

70321

70322

70771

70772

70326

70327

70776

70777

70331

70332

70781

70782

70336

70337

70786

70787

70341

70342

70791

70792

70346

70347

70796

70797

80 x 80 cm 80 x 60 cm

120 x 60 cm 120 x 60 cm

120 x 60 cm 120 x 80 cm

120 x 80 cm 111 x 72 cm

HPL
table-top

HPL
table-top

MDF
table-top with
printed edge 

color

MDF
table-top with
printed edge 

color
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Tables

Collaborative Table

Service unit for electricity 
and network

Adjustable screws

Safe rounded edges 
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Studies reveal that collaborative learning is a great form of modern learning. The collaborative table is a learning unit that offers collaboration 
with one student to another or a group of students. This table’s design is the perfect space for small groups (4-6 people). The Collaborative 
Table concept is designed for the challenges of future classrooms.

esco    |     Creative Educational Spaces

A

A

C

C

B

B

D

D

C4 / 60 cm

C5 / 66 cm

C6 / 72 cm

C4 / 60 cm

C5 / 66 cm

C6 / 72 cm

C4 / 60 cm

C5 / 72 cm

C6 / 90 cm

C4 / 60 cm

C5 / 66 cm

C6 / 72 cm

70370

70371

70372

70385

70386

70387

70375

70376

70377

70380

70381

70382

120 x 80 cm 120 x 80 cm

120 x 80 cm 120 x 70 cm
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Shelving Units
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Shelving Units

Smart Storage

Durability Plastic Trays

Available with strong Casters
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This is a simple and effective storage unit designed to offer 
a variety of options.  Choose any type of unit and arrange it 
how you wish. Units may be used as separators for dividing 
educational space into different activity zones. 
Units boast mobility using hardcore wheels to save time.
Grattnells trays add more function to the durable units and are 
manufactured using  world class materials .

70410

70414

70416

70411

70415

70417

70412

70418

70413104 x 40 cm - H. 90 cm

80 x 36 cm - H. 113 cm

104 x 40 cm - H. 150cm 104 x 40 cm - H. 150cm 104 x 40 cm - H. 150cm

104 x 40 cm - H. 90 cm

80 x 36 cm - H. 113 cm

104 x 40 cm - H. 90 cm 100.8 x 40 cm - H. 90 cm
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Smart Storage

Shelving Units

Durability Plastic Trays

Available with strong Casters

42
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This is a simple but effective storage unit design which offers a variety of options.  Choose any type of unit and organize it how you wish. Units 
may be used as separators for dividing the education space into different activity zones. 
Mobility also is one great feature of these units using hardcore wheels allowing several designs to be formed in no time. The use of Grattnells 
trays adds  functions and durability 

70419

70423

70420

70424

70421

70425

70422104 x 40 cm - H. 90 cm

104 x 40 cm - H. 150cm 104 x 40 cm - H. 150cm 104 x 40 cm - H. 150cm

104 x 40 cm - H. 90 cm 104 x 40 cm - H. 90 cm 100.8 x 40 cm - H. 90 cm
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Smart C Storage

Shelving Units

Available with strong Casters
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This is a simple but effective storage unit design that offers a variety of options.  Choose any type of unit and arrange it how you wish. Units 
may be used as separators dividing educational space into different activity zones. Units boast mobility using hardcore wheels to save time 
Grattnells trays add more function to the durable units and are manufactured using  world class materials .

70440

70443

70441

70444

70442 80157105 x 40 cm - H. 55 cm

105 x 40 cm - H. 166 cm

105 x 40 cm - H. 89 cm

105 x 40 cm - H. 202 cm

105x 40 cm - H. 125 cm 105 x 40 cm - H. 125 cm
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Soft Seating System
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Soft Seating

formex System

Five colors & 9 Shapes for 
more combinations
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Our Soft furniture design line is a perfect modular
seating solution for open spaces and reception 
areas.
Fully upholstered, trendy and lightweight 
furniture can be placed almost anywhere alone 
or assembled alongside other products.
Be creative and combine the full range of Esco’s 
furniture collection to create a space that suits 
any modern educational needs, be it office, 
school, university, education centres or public 
areas

120 x 112 cm

120 x 60 cm

120 x 60 cm

60 x 60 cm

112 x 70 cm

90 x 90 cm

90 x 90 cm

120  x 90 cm

60 x 51 cm 60 x 60 cm 53 x 59 cm 90 x 76 cm 60 x 60 cm

70480

70489

70484

70481

70490

70485

70482

70491

70487 70488

70483

70492

70486
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